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Substitute Teacher Login for Safari Montage: A restricted login, which allows DVD and Safari Montage access only, has been created by ITS and should be available/ready for use at all locations; contact the netspec at your location to verify the login and method of access if you have questions.

Once the substitute logs in using the DVD/Safari login, the substitute will need to then log into Safari Montage. A substitute Safari Montage login has been created on each server and should be used by the sub---emphasize to teachers that they are not to leave their login information for a substitute to use for access. The teacher should also leave sufficient information regarding the (shared) playlist that contains the video(s) to be used and/or the video titles, segments, etc so that the substitute can retrieve the correct video to be shown and used. The substitute login also allows access to the quizzes and teacher guides.

The sub login (user name/password) for Safari at each location uses the following convention:

xxxsub            (xxx being each location’s 3-letter location code)

subteach

So our Subs will use

Bwhsub

subteach